MOU Pasteur Institute IP KOREA 2003, Seoul, Prof Philippe Kourilsky, Director of Pasteur Institute the Minister of Science and Technology and the Director of KIST, South Korea

Meeting with Claude Cohen Tannoudji, Nobel Price in Physics, Martial Ducloy, Robin Kayser, President of Korean Science Foundation and the Korean Society of Physics, COEX Seoul 2003
Meeting with Ngô Bảo Châu, Fields Medal, Mathematics, University of Paris 13, 2014

Students of the University of Paris 13 in Korean Universities

Reception at the French Embassy, Seoul, 2013 with Ms Fioraso, Minister of Research and Prof Jean-Loup Salzmann, President of Paris 13 University and President of the Council of University Presidents (CPU)
Aeronautics Seminar at Seoul National University in Seoul 2003 with Prof Olivier Pironneau, University of Paris 6 and researchers from ONERA

Opening Ceremony of KTX railway station in Seoul, 2104
Telecommunications Seminar at ETRI, Daejon, Korea with France Telecom R&D, ENST Rennes and ARIEL society, 2003
Space medicine seminar, Daejon, Korea, with Dr Philippe Dupuy, 2003


KRIBB, Biotechnology cooperation, Daejon, South Korea, 2004
O. Pironneau and researchers from ONERA and Eurocopter at Korea Aerospace Industries, 2004

Claudie Haigneré, Ministry of Research
Olivier Mathieu, French Mathematician, French Embassy, Seoul, 2003

Visit of Anggun, singer, June 2003n Seoul
French Student Fair Seoul 2011

University of Nagoya, 2010 with Philippe Barbet Dean of the Faculty of Economics and Management, Didier Guevel, Dean of the Faculty of Law, Pascale Bloch, Law Professor, Michel Roux, Director SAIC
PhD Defense, Mrs Lan Anh Nguyen, University of Rennes 1, IGR, 2019

Visit of Santa Fe Institute, New Mexico, 2001
Missions internationales / International missions in different Countries